Catalyst Baskets
Dispersimax™ Gas/Liquid/Solid (GLS)
Gas/Gas/Solid (GGS)

Parker Autoclave Engineers has two catalyst baskets available for their Mini-Reactors, the
Dispersimax™-GLS and GGS.
The spinning Dispersimax™ catalyst basket impeller is designed for gas/liquid/solid (GLS)
phases where the catalyst cannot be suspended or the researcher wants the catalyst in
a basket. If the process is gas/gas/solid (GGS) work, then use the GGS basket impeller
attached to a solid shaft with no Dispersimax™ features.

Dispersimax™
Gas/Liquid/Solid (GLS)

The Dispersimax™-GLS spinning catalyst basket impeller, apart from being a catalyst
basket, works exactly as a standard Dispersimax™, allowing gas to be drawn down the
hollow shaft and to promote a positive flow through the hole in the impeller for dispersion.
This will allow the catalyst contained to have a positive flow of gas over it, or entrained. It
also offers the effect of re-circulating the gas again down the shaft. This spinning basket
developed for the Mini-reactor, has a mesh size as small as 8 micron and a volume between
1-1.5 ml. However, Parker Autoclave Engineers can custom design this to make it available
for any reactor that uses a Dispersimax™ impeller. This feature allows the researcher to
screw a new basket into the MagneDrive® shaft to replace the existing impeller, very easy
and attractive option for any research where a catalyst cannot be suspended or is too fine.
The Gas/Gas/Solid (GGS) spinning catalyst basket impeller is designed only for single
phase applications or gases, is to be used with a solid shaft, and screws directly onto the
MagneDrive® shank. The profile of the basket has a small annulus or space between the
mesh of 1-2 mm from either 8 micron up to 20 micron or larger mesh sizes. The cover has
holes which allow the gases to be drawn into the basket area and force a positive flow over
the catalyst area suspended within the annulus. This effective motion realizes activation of
the gases by the catalyst and any gas is re-drawn and entrained due to the flow path and
features of the basket impeller.
Parker Autoclave Engineers has been at the forefront of development of reactors and
products to support the development of new catalyst and processes through tried and
tested systems, catalyst baskets and other associated equipment and approaches to
support the researcher’s needs.

Gas/Gas/Solid (GGS)

For more information, please contact Parker Autoclave Engineers on the web at
www.AutoclaveEngineers.com or by phone at 814 860-5700.

WARNING
FAILURE, IMPROPER SELECTION OR IMPROPER USE OF THE PRODUCTS AND/OR SYSTEMS DESCRIBED HEREIN OR RELATED ITEMS CAN CAUSE DEATH, PERSONAL INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE.
This document and other information from Parker Hannifin Corporation, its subsidiaries and authorized distributors provide product and/or system options for further investigation by users having technical expertise.
It is important that you analyze all aspects of your application and review the information concerning the product or system in the current product catalog. Due to the variety of operating conditions and applications for
these products or systems, the user, through its own analysis and testing, is solely responsible for making the final selection of the products and systems and assuring that all performance, safety and warning requirements of the application are met. The products described herein, including without limitation, product features, specifications, designs, availability and pricing, are subject to change by Parker Hannifin Corporation and
its subsidiaries at any time without notice.

Offer of Sale

The items described in this document are available for sale by Parker Hannifin Corporation, its subsidiaries or its authorized distributors. Any sale contract entered by Parker will be
governed by the provisions stated in Parker's standard terms and conditions of sale (copy available upon request).
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Caution! Do not mix or interchange component parts or tubing with those of other
manufacturers. Doing so is unsafe and will void warranty.
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Caution! Parker Autoclave Engineers Valves, Fittings, and Tools are not designed to
interface with common commercial instrument tubing and are designed to only connect
with tubing manufactured to Parker Autoclave Engineers AES specifications. Failure to do
so is unsafe and will void warranty.

